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• MOSAiCH-ISSP (International 

Social Survey Program)

• ESS (European Social Survey)

• EVS (European Values Study)

• SHARE (Survey on Age, health 

and retirement in Europe)

- LIS (Luxembourg Income Study)

- CNEF (Cross National Equivalent File)
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Education coding

WEB: 

In TWO 

STEPS

(1) Groups

(2) Categ.



Education coding

23 categories

+ simultaneous fine tuned coding in national and international levels

+ higher likeliness to find ones education in the list (less subjective self-

coding)

- Cognitive burden for respondents 

- Time consuming

- Challenge to implement in web mode (especially for mobile devices)

=> Consistent with the previous 18 categories list, but shorter lists do 

not obtain reliable results.



NACE Sectors coding: 2 pages Showcard 

(or open text to postcode based on same list)
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Occupation coding

▪ CAPI: 

- Two open questions (Title and Main activities)

- Training of interviewers to get meaningful information

- Postcoding

▪ Paper

- Two open questions (Title and main activities) with instructions

- Postcoding

▪ Web

- Title to self-code (or open text if not found)

- Open question for main activities (for checks)

- Checks of self-coded results and postcoding of non coded titles



Occupation questions



Occupation self-coding on web

List with more than 

20’000 titles each, 

and corresponding 

ISCO code 

Separate lists for 

men, women, 

German, French and 

Italian)



Occupation postcoding

▪ Tools: 

- Always with the help of the 20’000 titles list maintained and 

delivered by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office

- This list includes a bridge towards the ISCO code

- A small house made and old software based on a Levenshtein-

distances algorithm helps us to find the 10 closest titles.

- Additional information used (if available):

- gender and language to get the right list

- description of activities

- employment status (employee, self-employed), 

- being member of the direction, supervising people and their 

number, 

- education required for the job (not highest)



Occupation postcoding: our ‘levens.exe’

▪ If no proposition corresponds, manual coding following the ISCO 

manual (mostly because of typos, multiple or insufficient information)



Occupation postcoding

▪ Procedure: 

- ideally double coding (at least double coding of some hundreds 

of occupations to get convergent coding practices); 

- Case-by-case level: check of ambiguity codes, too general codes 

and checks with hierarchical characteristics and requested 

education

- Inter-interviewer difference in aggregate correlations with 

educational level and income and between respondent and 

partner and/or father (or compare with results from other 

editions); in case of double coding a MTMM analysis can be 

performed to test coder and construct validity



Challenges and needs

▪ Education: 

=> better solution for web, comparable with CAPI and paper

▪ Economic sectors (NACE):

=> manual postcoding is quite quick, no urgent need

▪ Occupation: 

=> reduce burden of postcoding (more performant tool?)

=> improve self-coding on web

➔ Harmonize the codings and tools on national level (at least inside 

FORS) and offer user-friendly tools and guidance for the Swiss 

academic community
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More information

▪ Dr. Michèle Ernst Stähli and team

Head of group International Surveys

Tél. +41 21 692 37 36

Michele.ErnstStaehli@fors.unil.ch

▪ Contact:

FORS, c/o University of Lausanne

http://www.forscenter.ch
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